Let F be an algebraic number field. We want to know how units of F distribute. As an approach to this purpose, we try a method by Hooley to Artin's conjecture on primitive roots.
Let f 1 , ..., f g be natural numbers such that
and set T=(f 1 , ..., f g ). For a prime ideal p of F, we denote by p a prime number lying below p. When p is a product of prime ideals p 1 , ..., p g with relative degree f i in F, we say that p is of type T. We consider only unramified prime ideals. For a natural number f (= one of f i 's) we set P T, f (x) :={p | p is of type T, the degree of p is f and p [ x}
unit mod p},
I(p) :=[(O F /p) × : E(p)],
where p stands for prime ideals of F. Under the assumption on the existence of a good function a T, f which satisfies the condition
f (p) | I(p) for p ¥ P T, f (.),
we can embody a problem explicitly. Set
P T, f (x, n) :=#{p ¥ P T, f (x) | n | (I(p)/a T, f (p))}, N T, f (x) :=#{p ¥ P T, f (x) | I(p)=a T, f (p)}.
Now the problem is to study an asymptotic behavior of these with the determination of a T, f (p). We gave a conjecture in [IK] for real quadratic fields, and we have affirmative answers [M, CKY, R] under the generalized Riemann Hypothesis(GRH). This is merely one possible view point to study the distribution of units. Following [Ho] , we state a strategy to tackle it. Set
where q stands for prime numbers. Then the following obvious inequalities for t < x are fundamental:
f (x, t) − M T, f (x, t, .) [ N T, f (x, .)=N T, f (x) [ N T, f (x, t).

We want to take t so that N T, f (x, t) and M T, f (x, t, .) are a main term and an error term of N T, f (x), respectively. The treatment of N T, f (x, t) is as follows: Set Q(t) :=< q [ t q, where q stands for prime numbers. Then we have N T, f (x, t)=#{p ¥ P T, f (x) | (I(p)/a T, f (p), Q(t))=1} = C p ¥ P T, f (x) (I(p)/a T, f (p), Q(t))=1
1= C p ¥ P T, f (x) 
C n | (I(p)/a T, f (p), Q(t))
m(n) = C n | Q(t) m(n) C p ¥ P T, f (x) n | I(p)/a T, f (p)
1= C n | Q(t) m(n) P T, f (x, n).
If, hence we can separate N T, f (x) into N T, f (x, t) and M T, f (x, t, .) , and give an asymptotic formula for P T, f (x, n), we can get an asymptotic formula for N T, f (x). As stated above, everything goes well under the GRH when F is a real quadratic field. In this paper, we are concerned in a real cubic field F with negative discriminant. In Section 1, we give algebraic prerequisites and in Section 2 asymptotic formulas of N T, f (x) for T= (1, 1, 1) or (1, 2) , f=1 with a T, f (p)=1 are given. In Section 3, we treat the case T=(1, 2), f=2. Suppose that a prime number p is p 1 p 2 in F where the degree of prime ideal p i is i. Then we can find that a T, f (p 2 ) :=d F I(p 1 ) satisfies the condition (A), CUBIC FIELDS WITH NEGATIVE DISCRIMINANT where d F =3 if F is pure cubic and F(z 3 , 3 e) for a fundamental unit e of F is a Galois extension over Q, and d F =1 otherwise. We can give an expected positive main term but can not handle the error term even if we assume the GRH. By the class field theory, we find that the extension degree of the ray class field mod p 2 over F is divisible by d F I(p 1 ). How can one construct the subfield which corresponds to it? In Section 4, we treat the case T=(3), f=3, i.e., the remaining primes. We see a T, f (p)= d F (p − 1)/2, but can not handle the error term in this case, either. The subextension in the ray class field mod p corresponding to (p − 1)/2 can be explained by the composite of F and Q(z p +z −1 p ) where z p is a primitive pth root of unity. How can one construct the additional extension of degree 3 when d F =3?
Notation. Q, R denote the field of rational numbers and real numbers, respectively. Q ab stands for the maximal abelian extension of Q. Through this paper, F is a real cubic field with negative discriminant d and a unique fundamental unit e( > 1). d is the discriminant of Q(`d). F 0 :=F(`d) is a Galois closure of F over Q. e, eOE, ēOE ¥ F 0 are conjugates of e over Q. O F is the maximal order of F and for a prime ideal p of F, we set
E(p) :={u mod p ¥ (O F /p)
× | u -, unit mod p},
I(p) :=[(O F /p) × : E(p)].
For a natural number m, we set where z n denotes a primitive nth root of unity. We set
if F is pure cubic and F 0 ( 3 e)/Q is a Galois extension, 1 otherwise.
For a Galois extension E/K and a union of conjugacy classes C of Gal(E/K), we denote by p C (x, E/K) the number of prime ideals p of K such that p is unramified in E with N K/Q (p) [ x and the Frobenius automorphism ( E/K
P ) ¥ C for a prime ideal P of E lying above p. We will use these without reference in the text.
PREREQUISITE
In this section, we give lemmas which are necessary to more detailed discussions later. Proof. Suppose that (p)=p 1 p 2 in F for prime ideals p i of degree i. We assume that p decomposes in Q(`d) . Then a prime ideal P of F 0 which lies above p 1 is of degree 1, since the closures of F and Q(`d) in (F 0 ) P are isomorphic to Q p . Since F 0 /Q is a Galois extension, the degree of any prime ideal P of F 0 lying above p, in particular lying above p 2 has degree 1. It is a contradiction.
Conversely, suppose that p remains prime in Q(`d). Let P be any prime ideal of F 0 lying above p. Since P 5 Q(`d)=pO Q(`d) has degree 2, the degree of P is even, and is equal to 2 or 6. If the degree is 6, then the whole Galois group coincides the decomposition group and hence is cyclic. It is a contradiction. Hence the degree of P is 2. We may suppose that the decomposition group Z of P is generated by the complex conjugation j, taking a conjugate of P if necessary. Then the field corresponding to Z is F and #(Z 0 Gal(F 0 /Q)/Z) is the number of prime ideals of F lying above p. By identifying Gal(F 0 /Q), j with the symmetric group S 3 and a permutation (1, 2), respectively, it is easy to see #(Z 0 Gal(F 0 /Q)/Z)=2 and hence p is a product of two prime ideals in F. L Lemma
Let m, n be natural numbers and set L=F(z m ). Then a polynomial x
n − e is irreducible over L.
Proof.
We have only to show that if q is a prime divisor of n, then e¨L q and that if 4 divides n, then − 4e¨L
Suppose that e ¥ L q for an odd prime number q; then there is an element a in L such that e=a q . Since L/F is abelian, F(a)/F is also abelian. Because e is a fundamental unit of F, a¨F and hence F(a) ] F. Any conjugate of a over F is of ga for some qth root g of unity. Since F(a)/F is a non-trivial Galois extension, there is a primitive qth root z q of unity such that
is real and hence we may suppose that a is real. By iterating the above, we obtain a contradiction
is quadratic over F, there is a squarefree integer t such that F(`e)=F · Q(`t)=F(`t). Hence we havè t=b`e for some b ¥ F, and then 
=Q(h).
Proof. Let m be a natural number. By Lemma 1.2, we have n − e is irreducible over F(h), and then we have
On the other hand, denoting the maximal abelian subfield of F (h, ǹ 
)=z 
, and hence
Lemma 1.7. The following three assertions are equivalent.
(ii)
(iii) x 3 − eOE/e is reducible over F 0 .
Proof. The assertion (ii) follows obviously from (i). Let us show (ii) S (iii). Suppose (ii); then Lemma 1.2 yields that
3 e) are extensions of degree 3 over F 0 (z 3 ) and hence they coincide. Take an integer a (= ± 1) so that
, which is a contradiction. Hence we have a=1 and
. The assertion (iii) implies easily (i) . L Lemma 1.8. Let n be a natural number divisible by 3. Then the following three assertions are equivalent.
and
Proof.
) and hence they coincide. As in the proof of Lemma 1.7, we have
and then we have 
otherwise.
Then we have
where j is Euler's function. If m, n are relatively prime natural numbers, then we have
Proof. It is easy to see
which completes the proof. L Lemma 1.11. Let m, n be relatively prime natural numbers with 3 h n.
( (a | 2m, b | 2n) , where a, b are 1 or discriminants of quadratic fields.
Proof. By the previous lemma and 3 h n, we have 
F 0 ] -0 mod 3; then 3 | mn and 3 h n imply 3 | m. Hence the condition (ii) must happen. Then the condition (iv) implies, by Lemma 1.8 that F is pure cubic and
, which contradicts (ii). Thus we have shown the ''only if'' part of (2). The converse is easy. It is obvious 
Let p be an odd prime divisor of b; then p divides 2m and 2n, which contradicts (m, n)=1. Thus |b| is a power of 2 and hence 4 | b | 2n. Therefore we have 2 | n and so 2 h m, which is a contradiction by
Proof. We use the assertion (2) of Lemma 1.11. By Lemma 1.6, the condition 
is an integer, which is equivalent to n | I(p). L
PRIME IDEALS OF DEGREE 1
For a positive number x, we denote by P (1, 1, 1 ) (x) the set of prime ideals p of degree 1 of F such that for a prime number p lying below p, p is odd, less than x, unramified in F 0 and completely decomposable in F. P (1, 2) (x) stands for the set of prime ideals p of degree 1 of F such that, for a prime number p lying below p, p is odd, less than x, unramified in F 0 and p=pq for a prime ideal q of degree 2 in F. Throughout this section, we abbreviate P (1, 1, 1) (x) and P (1, 2) (x) to P(x), and F 0 (z 2n , ǹ e) to F n for a natural number n.
Proposition 2.1. Let n be a natural number and p a prime ideal in P(x) such that p is unramified in F n . Let P be a prime ideal lying above p of F n and set r=((F n /F)/P) (the Frobenius automorphism). Then we have n | I(p) and p ¥ P (1, 1, 1 /F(z 2n , ǹ e) ).
Proof. Let p be a prime number lying below p. From Lemma 1.13 follows that n | I(p) if and only if p -1 mod 2n and x n =e has a root in F p . First, suppose n | I(p) and p ¥ P (1, 1, 1) (x) ; then Lemma 1.1 yields that p decomposes in Q(`d) and hence p -1 mod 2n implies r=id. on
n − e is completely decomposable over F p since x n =e has a root in F p and F p ( 5 Q p ) contains z n . It means that (F n ) P 5 Q p and hence r is the identity. If, conversely r is the identity, then (F n ) P 5 Q p holds and so n | I(p). And the fact that r is trivial on Q(`d) yields that p decomposes in Q(`d) and hence that by Lemma 1.1 p is completely decomposable in F, because P 5 F is of degree 1.
Next suppose n | I(p) and 
It yields the assertion. L Lemma 2.2. By denoting the discriminant of a field
Proof. This follows easily from the theory of discriminants. L For a positive numbers x, g, g 1 , g 2 and a natural number n, we set
where q stands for prime numbers, and moreover set
By the definition, we have
and hence N(x)=N(x, t 1 )+O (M(x, t 1 , x) ) and
We follow a method of Hooley [Ho] to obtain an asymptotic formula for N(x).
Lemma 2.3. M(x, t 3 , x)=O(x(log x) −2
).
Proof. Let p ¥ P(x) and suppose that a prime number q satisfies t 3 < q [ x and q | I(p). Denoting a prime number lying below p by p, we have q | (p − 1)/#E(p) and hence #E(p) | (p − 1)/q. It yields e
, we see 
Proof. For a prime ideal p contributing to M(x, t 2 , t 3 ), there is a prime number q such that t 2 < q [ t 3 and q | I(p) | p − 1. Hence we have (x, q) , where q stands for prime numbers.
Proof. It is clear. L Lemma 2.6. N(x, t 1 )=; n | Q(t 1 ) m(n) P(x, n), where Q(t 1 )=< q [ t 1 q (q denotes prime numbers).
The proof is quite similar as in the Introduction. Summing up, we have
P(x, q))+O(x log log x/(log x)
2 2 . Now we define the conjugacy class C n of Gal(F n /F) with #C n [ 1 such that C n ={id.} if P(x)=P (1, 1, 1) (x), and C n ={the non-trivial automorphism in Gal(F n /F(z 2n , ǹ e))} if P(x)=P (1, 2) (x) and [F n : F(z 2n , ǹ e)]=2, and C n is empty if P(x)=P (1, 2) and F n =F(z 2n , ǹ e). Then we have
F)|=O(`x/log x+w(n)), where w(n) is the number of prime divisors of n.
Proof. By virtue of Proposition 2.1, we have only to remark that the number of prime ideals ramified in F n /F is O(w(n)) and the number of prime ideals p of degree \ 2 and N F/Q (p) [ x is O(`x/log x) by the prime number theorem. L Lemma 2.8. We have
2 ),
where q stands for prime numbers.
Proof. We have only to show that
1, and C
are estimated by O(x log log x/(log x) 2 ). It is easy to see, by using p(t 1 ) < 12t 1 /log t 1 for the counting function p of prime numbers
for a sufficiently large x, and hence we havè
Second, we see
y(Q(t 1 )/p)=y(Q(t 1 )/2) p(t 1 ),
where p denotes prime numbers and y(n) is the number of positive divisors of n. Therefore, we have , we have the required estimate for the third, and similarly for the fourth because of w(q)=1 for prime numbers q. L
Thus we have
Now we apply the Chebotarev density theorem under the GRH [LO, S].
Theorem. Let E/K be a Galois extension and C a subset of Gal(E/K) which is a union of conjugacy classes. Then we have, under the GRH for the Dedekind zeta function for
E : p C (x, E/K) − #C [E : K] Li(x) : < c
#C`x [E : K] (log |d(E)|+[E : Q] log x), where d(E) is the discriminant of E and c is an absolute constant.
Lemma 2.9. Under the GRH, we have
). By virtue of Lemma 2.1, we see
and then Li(x)/log(x)=O(x/(log x)
)=O(x log log x/(log x)
2 ) gives the estimate for the first. Lemma 2.2 yields
and hence we have 
Proof. By the Chebotarev density theorem, we find
) as before, it is easy to see that the contributions of the last term is O(x log log x/(log x) 2 ). Next, for the second term we see
log n (by Lemma 2.1 and
1.
Then log Q(t 1 )=; q [ t 1 log q°t 1 =(log x)/6 and ; n | Q(t 1 ) 1 < x 0.1 as above yield the estimate O(x log log x/(log x) 2 ) for the second. Last, we show
, which completes the proof of the lemma.
It is easy to see
where m runs over the set of integers such that one of prime divisors of m is larger than t 1 . For such m's, we have
which yields the desired inequality. L
CUBIC FIELDS WITH NEGATIVE DISCRIMINANT
Remark. In the case of P(x)=P (1, 1, 1 ) (x),
P(x, 1)=#P(x)
=3 times the number of primes p which is less than or equal to x and completely decomposable in F =3 times the number of primes p which is less than or equal to x and completely decomposable in F 0 =1/2 · Li(x)+error holds and so
Theorem 2.1. Under the GRH, we have
,
Proof. The proof of the positivity of c 0 remains. The case of P(x)=P (1, 1, 1) (x) .
From Lemma 2.1 follows
Here we see
where A :=< p (1 − 1/p(p − 1))) is the Artin constant. Set 
Hence we have c 0 =4
which is equivalent to`d¨Q(z 2n ), i.e., d h 2n by Lemma 1.3. Thus in this case 
PRIME IDEALS OF DEGREE 2
In this and the next section, we study the prime ideals of degree 2 and 3, respectively. However, we do not succeed to give the assertion analogous to Theorem 2.1, but conjecture the positive density c 0 explicitly. 
Proof. Let P 1 be a prime ideal of F 0 lying above p 1 . Since p remains prime in Q(`d), the degree of P 1 is two and hence p 1 remains prime in F 0 and p 2 decomposes in F 0 . Let j be the complex conjugation and r ¥ Gal(F 0 /Q) an automorphism of degree 3. Set P 2 :=r(P 1 ), P 3 :=r 
On 
by Lemma 3.1, which contradicts the assumption. Thus r 1 is even.
Conversely, suppose that
Hence #E(p 1 ) ] r 1 holds and then r 1 is odd. L Proposition 3.1. Assumptions and notations being as in Lemma 3.1, let n be a natural number. nI(p 1 ) | I(p 2 ) implies n | p+1 , and under the assumption n | p+1, we have
where a :=ord 2 m is defined by 2 a || m.
Proof. The first assertion follows from Lemma 3.1. Hereafter we suppose n | p+1. First suppose that 2 h n or 4 | n. We have only to prove that n | I(p 2 ) implies nI(p 1 ) | I(p 2 ). Suppose n | I(p 2 ). By virtue of n | p+1, we have (n, p − 1)=1 or 2. If n is odd, then (n, p − 1)=1 holds and then (n, I(p 1 ))=1. Since n | I(p 2 ) and I(p 1 ) | I(p 2 ) by Lemma 3.1, we obtain  nI(p 1 ) | I(p 2 ). If 4 | n, then (n, p − 1)=2 and so (n/2, (p − 1)/2 n | I(p 2 ). Since n/2 is an odd divisor of p+1 and n/2 | I(p 2 ), the former part of the proof shows n/2 · I(p 1 ) | I(p 2 ). We have only to show ord 2 I(p 2 ) \ ord 2 (nI(p 1 )) to complete the proof. We see easily that from 2 ))/3 holds and hence F 0 ( 3 2)/Q is a Galois extension.
We define by P(x) in this section the set of prime ideals p of degree 2 in F such that the prime number p lying below p is less than x, is odd and is unramified in F 0 . For a prime ideal p 2 ¥ P(x), p 1 denotes a prime ideal of degree 1 such that p 1 p 2 is the decomposition in F of the prime number lying below p 2 . I(p 2 ) is divisible by d F I(p 1 ). We set
where q stands for prime numbers. For t 1 =6 −1 log x, we have, as in the second section
where Q(t 1 ) is the product of all prime numbers less than t 1 . Now we define conjugacy classes: For an odd integer n, we set
For an even integer n and an integer k, we set
Lemma 3.7. We have (i) for an odd square-free integer n,
(ii) for an even square-free integer n,
Proof. First, we note that the number of prime numbers ramified in 
Remark. Proof. The first assertion follows clearly from Lemma 4.2. Hereafter we assume p -1 mod 3. Since P 5 F is of degree 3 by the assumption on p, P 5 F 0 is also of degree 3 and hence r | F 0 is of order 3 and r(e)=eOE or ēOE. r(z 3 )=z 3 is clear, and the condition r(W)=W is independent of the choice of the third root of eOE/e. We set w := 3 e r( 3 e) r 2 ( 3 e), which is a third root of unity. First we assume r(e)=eOE and Remark. Since P(x, 1)=#P(x) =the number of primes which is less than or equal to x and remains prime in F =the number of primes which is less than or equal to x and decomposes a product of prime ideals of degree 3 in F 0 =1/3 · Li(x)+error, #C(1)/[K(1) : Q] should be 1/3.
